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RESUMO 

Cirurgia Minimamente Invasiva:  

Contribuição da imagem tridimensional na cirurgia de 

acesso único 

 

Os sistemas endoscópicos são usados em medicina ha mais de duzentos anos. Durante as três últimas 

décadas houve um esforço tecnológico considerável para desenvolver sistemas de imagem 

tridimensional para uso em cirurgia endoscópica. Os atuais sistemas disponíveis têm alta definição de 

imagem e são fáceis de usar, pois apenas necessitam que o cirurgião coloque uns óculos leves com 

lentes polarizadas. A cirurgia por acesso único apareceu no início deste milénio como uma proposta 

para diminuir ainda mais o trauma da cirurgia endoscópica e melhorar o resultado estético. 

Combinando este dois elementos, colocou-se a hipótese que a imagem 3D pudesse melhorar o 

desempenho na execução de procedimentos por acesso único. O principal objetivo desta tese é 

comparar em ambiente laboratorial o desempenho de principiantes e de cirurgiões experimentados na 

execução de cirurgia por acesso único usando sistemas de imagem 3D e 2D. Para cumprir este 

objetivo, dois estudos foram realizados, o primeiro usando exercícios validados com modelos 

inanimados e o segundo, um modelo orgânico. Vantagens na execução, aprendizagem e preferencia 

pelo sistema 3D foram significativas, e os resultados foram publicados. Para além disso, uma revisão 

baseada na evidencia foi feita para avaliar os possíveis benefícios clínicos da imagem 3D em cirurgia 

endoscópica de múltiplas portas. Ganhos na execução, curva de aprendizagem e redução do cansaço 

em favor do uso 3D foram encontrados.  

Nesta tese, o conhecimento destas áreas é revisto, a evolução tecnológica, as indicações para cirurgia 

de acesso único e as perspectivas futuras são criticamente analisadas. Conclui-se que a cirurgia por 

acesso único tem sido um motor de desenvolvimento na cirurgia minimamente invasiva e que a 

imagem 3D possivelmente beneficia a maioria dos executantes independentemente da sua experiência. 

Palavras-chave: cirurgia de porta única; cirurgia minimamente invasiva; imagem 3D;  
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ABSTRACT 

Minimal Invasive Surgery:  

Contribution of three dimensional image on single site 

endoscopic surgery 

 

Endoscopic systems are more than 200 years old and have always relied on a two-dimensional image. 

In the late 1980´s, the advent of video-assisted surgery ushered in the era of minimally invasive 

surgery. The past three decades have seen a technological effort to provide endoscopic surgery with 

three-dimensional imaging. Currently 3D systems are high definition and easy to use with polarized and 

lightweight glasses. Single-site surgery is a proposal to further reduce trauma and improve the aesthetic 

result of endoscopic surgery, an option that started to develop at the beginning of this millennium. 

Combining these two elements, we hypothesize that a 3D imaging system can bring  about better 

performance in executing single-site endoscopic procedures. The main objective of this thesis is to 

compare the performance of beginners and experts in a laboratory environment while conducting 

single-site surgery using a 3D system or a 2D system. 

To this end, two studies were carried out, using validated phantom exercises and an organic model. 

Benefits in performance, learning and user preference proved significant, and the results were 

published. Apart from this, an evidence-based review was carried out to assess the possible clinical 

benefits of 3D technology in multi-port endoscopic surgery. Gains in execution, learning curve and 

decreased workload were found. 

In this thesis, the knowledge of this area is reviewed, along with the technological evolution, the 

indications for single-site surgery and critical analysis of its  foreseeable future implementation.  

We conclude that single-site surgery has been a driver for the development of minimally invasive 

surgery and that a 3D image likely benefits most performers regardless of their experience. 

Keywords: 3D system; Laparoendoscopic single-site surgery (LESS); Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS);  
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PART 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1. Endoscopy and the beginning of Minimal Invasive Surgery 

 

The first optical instrument to peek inside the human body was developed in the distant year of 1803 

by Phillip Bozzini, a doctor in medicine from the German city of Mainz. Under the protection of the 

Archduke Karl of Austria, his Lichtleiter  
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(Figure 1) was improved and tested in corpses for multiple uses including rectal, bladder, vagina and 

peritoneal cavity observation. This invention using artificial light, various mirrors and specula was the 

beginning of a large family of endoscopes. Unwittingly, his monocular instrument subjected the medical 

world of endoscopy to a bi-dimensional image (1). 

 

Throughout the 19th century the use of endoscopes was restricted to studying cavities through natural 

holes. Appropriate specula made it possible to insert the instrument into the bladder, rectum or vagina. 

Sometimes, trans-illumination was used to increase the low light inside cavities such as the bladder. 

The observer was forced to look directly through the end of the device. 

Figure 1 Phillip Bozzini first endoscope 

From European Museum of Urology. Bozzini’s original light conductor with specula. Created by Gottfried Wiesner, Leipzig. (Int.Nitze-Leiter Reserach Society 
for Endoscopy/Nitze-Leiter Collection). Courtesy of the European Association of Urology’s History Office and the European Museum of Urology. 
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It was only at the beginning of the next century that intra-abdominal observation with endoscopes began 

after the famous presentation of George Kelling at the 1901 German Congress of Naturalists and 

Physicians in Hamburg, with a live demonstration of the use of Kolioskopie in a dog. Several names 

were proposed for this new diagnostic technique: celioscopy, ventroscopy, laparoscopy, organoscopy, 

abdominoscopy and splanchnoscopy. Eventually the most popular name became laparoscopy, thanks 

to German surgeons.  

 

During the first half of the 20th century, several publications demonstrated the feasibility and safety of 

laparoscopy in humans. An accuracy rate superior to 90% for diagnosing cirrhosis, tertiary syphilis, 

metastatic tumors and tuberculous peritonitis was reported (2). In the second half of the twentieth 

century, the tireless work of the German gynecologist, Kurt Semm, allowed for developing therapeutic 

techniques via laparoscopy. Responsible for creating the CO2 pneumatic insufflator, the development of 

electrosurgery and other hemostatic techniques, Semm is credited for being the first to perform a 

laparoscopic appendectomy in 1982. Furthermore, his work is the development of the pelvi-trainer that 

will come to revolutionize all surgical teaching that started to have its first step in laboratory training. 

 

Throughout the 20th century, the use of endoscopes was made with direct observation through the 

eyepiece at the end of the instrument (3). It was only in the late 1980’s that technological evolution, 

namely with the development of the charge-couple device  (CCD), made it possible to relay the image to 

a monitor. This marked the beginning of assisted video endoscopic surgery with the world-famous first 

cholecystectomies performed by Phillipe Mouret in Lyon, France. Hundreds of non-video, direct-view 

laparoscopic procedures had been done prior to this (4). 

 

A new era for contemporary surgery was inaugurated at that time. Soon, it became clear that minimal 

access operations have many more advantages than merely upgrading the aesthetic result. Evident 

improvement in early recovery, as well as a decrease in aggression provoked by surgery, caused this 

approach to become the gold standard for most surgical conditions.  

 

Advantages of this new surgical approach include less pain, fewer infectious complications, less hernia 

formation, shorter hospital stay, faster resumption of work activity, and better aesthetic results. All of 

these undeniable improvements in surgical results have given way to a new concept of minimally 

invasive surgery (MIS). 
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MIS aims to reduce trauma resulting from surgical intervention. The exacerbated inflammatory 

response, as well as the increased risk of complications from open surgery, can be greatly reduced with 

interventions that follow the same principles of resection or reconstruction with less impact on the 

patient's homeostasis. Today, minimally invasive interventions are considered those performed with 

rigid endoscopes such as laparoscopy, thoracoscopy or cervicoscopy, those being performed by flexible 

intervention endoscopy, such as removing digestive tumors or urinary calculi, and percutaneous image-

guided procedures, such as abscess drainage or vascular embolizations. 

 

In video-assisted endoscopic surgery, the image is captured with an endoscope that the assistant holds, 

while the surgeon has both hands free to handle the instruments that allow him to perform the 

intervention using both hands. In these interventions, the surgeon does not directly look at the operative 

field. The entire operation is based on what the surgeon sees on the monitor. Thus, the surgeon's 

complete dependence on technology has been created, with the video system being fundamental for 

adequate performance. This circumstance has been and still is a source of anxiety and insecurity for 

many operators. 

 

Although laparoscopic surgery has demonstrated undeniable advantages for patients, it has not gained 

the acceptance of all surgeons. There are several reasons to justify the resistance of many surgeons to 

accepting video-assisted surgery. From the outset, comfort and training in executing open techniques 

has made the peri-operative benefits of the mini invasion undervalued. The learning curve of 

laparoscopic surgery is longer and technical excellence more difficult to achieve, so that surgeons 

already trained in traditional methods are reluctant to learn these techniques. A reason for citing greater 

technical difficulty is the two-dimensionality of the endoscopic image, which presupposes a whole depth 

of field learning (5). 

 

The strategy of laparoscopic surgery uses the principle of triangulation, where the instruments converge 

in the operative field allowing optimal dissection, manipulation and vision. Like the head in the middle 

of the arms, the central position of the endoscope is the optimal location for laparoscopy.  

 

The development of laparoscopy and minimally invasive surgery has brought an obsession among 

surgeons in the search for lower aggression for patients, due to the excellent results that quickly 

became evident. Since the beginning of this millennium, new proposal have begun to gain in popularity. 
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Such interest started first with endoscopic single-incision surgery and then with transvisceral surgery, 

imposing major technical and technological challenges (3, 6). 

 

At a certain point, the enthusiasm of its precursors was such that they compared these new tendencies 

to a revolution at the level of the appearance of laparoscopy. The so-called Natural Orifice Transluminal 

Endoscopic Surgery (NOTES) appeared as an even less damaging surgery, without cutaneous scarring. 

Considerable limitations were imposed by the technical difficulty of execution, by the lack of stable work 

platforms for flexible endoscopes and by the secure closure of the violated viscera. On the other hand, 

single incision surgery advocates the umbilical scar as the primary entry point, which is presented as a 

natural abdominal orifice. The lack of triangulation of the instruments, space conflict and risk of hernia 

were the main criticisms of this approach. 

 

As techniques even more difficult to perform, NOTES and single-incision surgery still had more 

resistance from surgeons. Nevertheless, its contribution to the technological development associated 

with endoscopic surgery is undeniable. One of the fundamental limitations of endoscopic surgery is 

undoubtedly the two-dimensional view that brings important challenges in learning and proficient 

execution. It follows from this that the improvement of instrument platforms and vision can contribute to 

reducing technical difficulties and easing learning.  

 

Moreover, since the early 2000s, the robotization of minimally invasive surgery has become more and 

more popular. These non-autonomous robots that work in a master-slave approach aim to facilitate  

video-assisted surgery by optimizing vision, ergonomics and instrument platforms for performing 

surgery. Proposals for single incision surgery are already on the market (7). 

 

In short, many improvements have transformed endoscopic surgery into high quality procedures 

reaching vision and accuracy levels that exceed those of conventional surgery. However, laparoscopy is 

still struggling with important limitations such as the difficulty of achieving proficiency.  

 

In this thesis the importance of three-dimensional imaging for single-site endoscopic surgery is explored 

and discussed. 
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2. Three-dimensional video system for endoscopic surgery 

 

Video imaging technology has evolved significantly in the last decades to provide high definition images 

for endoscopic surgery. Conventional systems use traditional Hopkins rod lenses (tubes with multiple 

pieces of transparent glass with thin air gaps to allow for powered surfaces) or “chip-on-tip” technology 

with sensors that digitalize the image at the distal end of the scope. Miniaturization has allowed today's 

smaller than 1mm sensors to be assembled on flexible instruments with very high definition (8).  

 

Nonetheless, the image of most endoscopes continues to have a major limitation given that it is still 

two-dimensional. The lack of depth field evaluation results in delicate movements being impaired, such 

as dissection or suturing. This is specially noted when the surgeon is operating in a different than usual 

environment as is the case during a new operation, an anatomical variation, working with organs having 

a lot of inflammation, or during the learning curve of novices.  At times, the surgeon has to actually 

touch the structures with the tip of an instrument in order to gauge depth, thus reducing the dexterity, 

speed and accuracy with which minimally invasive surgery can be performed. Without different images 

to be presented to both eyes, so called disparities, the surgeon has to rely on indirect clues that result 

from a long learning curve. The comparison of textures, size, color and shadows, as well as the vision 

given by parallax movements or recalled images are fundamental to realize the sense of depth (9, 10).  

 

Even when assuming that endoscopic surgery has a long learning curve and the surgeon has to distrust 

optical illusions of two-dimensional imaging, as well as to live with indirect depth-of-field clues, it is 

important to underline that the loss of stereopsis penalizes both the novice and the expert (11). 

Beginners experience difficult and painful learning, while experts have slightly slower and less precise 

movements, with a fatigue that is the result of this constant adaptation to the two-dimensional 

environment. Since the early years of laparoscopic surgery, the issue of shallow depth has arisen in the 

surgical community and considerable efforts have been made to develop three-dimension (3D) camera 

systems. 

 

In a monograph from the year 1994, Asim Durrani and Glenn Preminger described the principles of 

three-dimensional video imaging for endoscopic surgery that remains valid until today (12). Four steps 
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to process the image were pointed out: (i) the capture (stereo endoscope), (ii) the convertor (camera 

system), (iii) the display (monitor) and (iv) the presentation (glasses) - Figure 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Stereoscopic image processing 

1. Image capture; 2. Camera and 3D converter; 3. Monitor display; 4. 3D image presentation; 

 

(i) The stereo laparoscope capture 

 

The capture of stereoscopic images for endoscopic surgery mimics the eyes of the surgeon with the aim 

to present a right and left view of a specific scenario. Two different types of scopes were considered: 

single channeled scopes and two channeled scopes. 

 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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Scopes with one channel are common Hopkins rod-lens for 2D systems. Compared to others, these are 

larger in optic diameter and could present brighter images. The same principle of a 3D microscope, in 

which the images are divided for the stereoscopic picture, is used. To split the image into left and right 

eye a special device called the “stand alone image splitter” can be attached to any available 

conventional endoscope. Another option would be to capture the image already divided at the tip of the 

endoscope. Although one-channel endoscopes could provide better resolution and brighter images 

(especially for close-up situations), the sense of depth was quite artificial and they were supplanted by 

two-lenses scopes (13).  

Figure 3 Bichaneled scope 

From Imaging and Visualization in the Modern Operating Room, Yuman Fong, Pier Cristoforo Giulianotti, Jason Lewis, Bas Groot Koerkamp, Thomas Reiner. 
© Springer Science+Business Media New York 2015 

 

Bi-channeled endoscopes (Figure 3) have a dual-lens system that captures slightly different images as if 

the surgeon's eyes could be placed on the tip of the scope. Each one of the two channels is much 

narrower than is the case in a single channel endoscope and important improvements have been made 

with light production and diffusion, as well as CCD miniaturization technology to assure high quality 

image. The complete separation of image capture for each eye gives a much better 3D sense. These 

endoscopes incorporate two monocular endoscopes, one for each eye, with a diameter less than half 

the total diameter. 
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(ii) The camera system and 3D convertor 

 

The process of digitalization of the image is made by the camera system and can be done at the tip of 

the scope, so called “chip-on-tip” technology, or at the head of the camera after optical capture of the 

image. Two different and separate images are converted into a high frequency screen presentation 

according to the specific 3D system. 

 

Since the beginning it has been clear that images must be presented at a frequency of a minimum of 

120 Hz, in order to avoid flickering images and surgeon's vertigo (14).  

 

(iii) The monitor display  

 

Images for each eye are sent to the monitor to be displayed simultaneously or alternately. The first 

systems used 120 Hz display with an alternate frequency of 60 Hz for each eye. An infrared emitter 

would synchronize the image to the right eye with the use of shutter glasses. More recently, high 

definition monitors with 1080 horizontal and vertical lines (pixels) are able to simultaneously present 

images for both the left and right eyes. Polarized horizontal rows of pixels are displayed on the 3D 

monitor, with each pixel row alternating between the left and right eye camera images captured by the 

dual-channel 3D laparoscope. 

 

(iv) Presentation with glasses 

 

For the final effect, the surgeons retinae should be sensitized with different images to construct a three 

dimensional object at the visual cortex. Active liquid crystal display (LCD) shutter glasses expose the 

right image to the right eye, covering the other side at the same time. Absolute synchronous monitor 

display and shutter glasses system is of paramount importance for a 3D effect, as well as high 

frequency image display to decrease the flickering effect. A second proposal derived from robot 

consola, bypasses the monitor presentation of images, and provides different images to both eyes with 

helmet-like equipment that delivers images separately to the right and left side. This head-mounted 

system presents each eye with its own screen to achieve stereopsis.  More recently, systems with 

simultaneous image projection in different polarized waveforms for both sides on the screen use 

passive polarized glasses that allow one of the retina to be excited only by its image (15). 
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The first 3D systems for laparoscopy used a dual Hopkins rod lens in a 10 mm laparoscope. These 

lenses lacked adequate light distribution and had low definition. They used one chip camera for each 

channel, even when 3 CCD technology was already available for 2D systems. Moreover, 3D display 

needed active and heavy shutter glasses that frequently produced visual strain and caused dizziness in 

users. These early systems did not gain popularity because they had poor image quality, unwanted 

effects and a high cost. 

 

A second generation of three-dimensional systems was developed for assisted robotic surgery and than 

were adapted to conventional endoscopic procedures. The concept was to immerse the surgeon in a 3D 

environment with the use of a helmet-style head-mounted system that gives the two eyes a different 

image through a small monitor on each side. These gadgets were bulky, heavy and therefore 

uncomfortable. In addition, the rate of headache increased due to visual stress caused by observing the 

operating room through the open sided head units (16). 

 

The gradual development of high resolution and brightness for narrowed scopes, as well as monitors 

with a high number of total pixels and high frequency, enabled  simultaneous display of images to both 

eyes with excellent quality. The comfortable and affordable lightweight polarized glasses can be worn for 

all in the surgical team and the system, giving good color rendition on a wide-angle monitor with low 

rate of side effects. These new developments are making the third-generation 3D systems into an 

extremely competitive choice compared to their high quality full HD 2D counterparts (17). Furthermore, 

such systems can be switched easily between 2D and 3D modes. 
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3. Benefits of three-dimensional systems for endoscopic surgery - from the lab 

 

Until recent years, several drawbacks impaired the current use of 3D systems in clinical practice. 

Concerns about price, image quality and undesirable side effects were the main reasons for reluctance 

of the surgical community to accept these systems. The more recent generation of 3D systems, due to 

its ease of use, low cost and comfort, rekindle the flame of hope for the everyday use of these devices.  

 

Since the beginning of the 1990’s, numerous publications came out with conflicting results as to the 

comparison of 2D vs 3D endoscopic performance (18). These were mainly experimental laboratory 

studies with phantom exercises not validated for 3D systems and with significantly heterogeneous 

conditions of equipment and participants. It should be noted that the different laboratory exercises to 

develop technical skills in endoscopic surgery do not call into question the lack of depth of field in any 

way. 

 

As noted elsewhere, the correct selection of participants in their stereo acuity as well as the conditions 

of 3D viewing can have an important impact on disclosure of the possible added value of this 

technology (15). On the other hand, the side effects of the first devices made their use unwelcome and 

the gradual improvement of high definition 2D imaging systems has delayed the implementation of 3D 

systems.  

 

Especially in the last ten years, several studies have tested the new generation of 3D devices, using 

polarized glasses, with high definition 2D technology. Very important issues are pointed out in these 

studies that can be summed up in three main topics: flat learning curves, better performance and 

diminished workload.  

 

Here, we review five important questions: (i) Are there shorter learning curves for novices? (ii) Is surgery 

faster? (iii) Is there greater precision and safety for delicate and complex procedures? (iv) What is 

surgeon preference and level of fatigue in long surgeries? (v) What is the importance of robotic surgery 

in this context? 
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(i) Are there shorter learning curves for novices? 

 

Several studies have focused on understanding whether 3D shortens the learning curve for novices. 

Most of them demonstrated the superiority of 3D systems. Two end-points were: time for completion of 

different tasks and number of errors made while doing the exercises. 

 

In the study of Cicione (19) conducted with a validated assessment tool (the E-BLUSS), there was a 

clear advantage in three of five tasks for the novice group with a 3D system, and this was more evident 

in the less complex exercises, which are more closely related to the easiest procedures of the initial 

laparoscopic practice. Wagner (20) and Storz (21) revealed more precision and speed with the use of 

3D laparoscope. The first of these studies went further and compared the performance of exercises 

under stereoscopic or monocular vision. The benefit of depth perception was evident regardless of 

being used in conjunction with open, laparoscopic or robotic approach.   

 

Prior to this, Patel et al. (16) and Sam Bhayani (22) also demonstrated a benefit of 3D technology with 

the Viking system (second generation, head-mounted system), making it clear that stereoscopic 

laparoscopy significantly accelerate the learning process in the novice group. Votanopoulos (23) 

specifically stressed the impact of 3D vision on laparoscopic training and concluded that there was 

clear improvement for inexperienced individuals with the use of these systems. They stated that 3D 

imaging greatly facilitates the initial performance for novices in laparoscopy in terms of both speed and 

accuracy. 

 

Nevertheless, studies with conflict results were also published. For example, Mistry et al. (24) showed 

inferior performance when using 3D systems in a novice population doing four exercises from the 

validated McGill Inanimate System for Training and Evaluation of Laparoscopic Skills (MISTELS). Yet, 

some criticisms can be pointed out in this study like authors using a technology not approved by the 

Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Moreover, these results were likely penalized by the difficulty of 

these exercises and by the fact that those participants exceeding the time limit for the completion of a 

specific task received an automatic score of zero. Indeed, several studies with novices showed that 3D 

has a greater impact on accuracy than time does (19, 25).  
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Another important conclusion of some of these laboratory experiments is the transition results from 3D 

skills to work in 2D. The comparative study of Votanopoulos demonstrated that previous experience with 

laparoscopy significantly improves task performance regardless of the system used (23). Expertise 

seems to be interchangeable between both image systems. 

 

(ii) Is surgery faster? 

 

Wagner (20) stated that regardless of the surgical approach chosen (open, laparoscopic or robotic), the 

loss of 3D vision delayed the completion of a task proportionally to the difficulty of the task. Along the 

same line, Tanagho (26) showed a significant reduction in time in a group of those with varying 

laparoscopic experience performing the Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) program tasks. 

This was also proved by Storz (21) who demonstrated the ability to perform faster exercises with 3D 

technology regardless of the expertise of the performer. 

 

(iii) Is there greater precision and safety for delicate and complex procedures? 

 

With the capacity of capture and recall images, the human brain can transform a bi-dimensional image 

with somewhat limited depth. This ability to understand flat images in three dimensions is significantly 

reduced when the surgeon is confronted with a scene which has not been viewed before. Especially in 

complex and critical situations, the required mental substitution of spatial information can lead to 

suboptimal performance. 

 

Cicione et al. found that experts and novices feel more comfortable carrying out difficult tasks with the 

aid of 3D images (19). Kong showed a tendency towards fewer errors related to overconfidence with 3D 

viewing and the authors’ interpretation was that 3D systems could likely help operators to perform 

surgeries more safely and accurately in stressful situations, such as when there is a substantial 

bleeding (25).  

 

This trend of identifying an advantage of using 3D images in more demanding technical situations for 

expertise laparoscopic surgeons has also been observed by others (23).  
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(iv) What is surgeon preference and level of fatigue in long surgeries?  

 

Stereoscopic vision is an ability taken for granted by most humans. Yet, when operating with 2D image, 

this is an obvious cause of strain that results in fatigue.      

 

Even in those studies where it was not statistically evident that 3D was superior, it was clear that there 

is a user preference (24). Overall free comments overwhelming favorable stereoscopic laparoscopic 

visualization (22, 25-28).  

 

A test with electromyography revealed a better distribution of usage of both arms with 3D than with the 

2D system. The authors also hypothesize that the dispersion of muscular tension could reduce fatigue 

(25). 

 

(v) What is the importance of robotic surgery in this context? 

 

In the early 2000’s, the FDA approval of the Da Vinci robotic system for surgery resulted in the rapid 

and widespread distribution of this technology. One of the most cited virtues of it was the three-

dimensional view that resulted in the ability to undergo complex reconstructions and meticulous 

dissections with a shorter learning curve (11). This was particularly evident among surgeons without 

previous experience in laparoscopy (5).    

 

Since its implementation, it has been more evident that laparoscopy requires a very steep learning 

curve. Through clinical experience with robot-assisted surgery, it became clear that this long-lasting 

process of learning could be shortened (29).  

 

In 2005, Bhayani (22) underlined the costs of the da Vinci robot compared with the head-mountain 

Viking system. The cost associated was 10 times greater for the robot. In terms of performance, the 

advantages of robot are the wrist-like instruments and stereoscopic vision. At that time, many 

hypotheses pointed towards the robotic system likely not offering any advantages over a small and less 

expensive 3D head-mounted system. Nevertheless, Wagner (20) concluded that robot-assisted task 

performance tends to be faster than 3D laparoscopy except when haptic feedback is required, such as 
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a suture. They also showed that the lack of 3D vision impairs accuracy regardless of the surgical 

approach (open, laparoscopic or robotic-assisted).  

 

Various recent clinical studies have emphasized the interest of 3D laparoscopy over the robot because 

it is equally accurate and much cheaper. This is especially highlighted in studies of developing 

countries. 
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4. Single-site surgery - evolution and current application 

 

Laparoendoscopic single-site surgery (LESS surgery) is a concept that arose within the world of 

minimally invasive surgery at the beginning of this millennium. The fundamental idea is to have all 

instruments coming in through the same skin incision with the aim of reducing trauma and improving 

the aesthetic result. Right from the beginning, two major concerns were pointed out: the lack of 

triangulation and the so-called inline view. Another important restraint is the limited workspace inside 

and outside the body with conflicting and clashing instruments being very frequent (3). 

To overcome these difficulties a lot of new devices were developed: (i) sophisticated platforms to serve 

as ports for the instruments with increased degrees of freedom, using an hourglass shape to pass 

through a small skin incision; (ii) articulated and curved instruments; (iii) cross-handed instrumentation; 

(iv) instruments of variable lengths and (v) flexible-tip laparoscopes with an in-line cord and a low-profile 

camera head;   (Figure 4) 

 

A wide range of nomenclature proposals have been made: Single port access (SPA); Single-incision 

laparoscopic surgery (SILS); Single-site laparoscopy (SSL); One-port umbilical surgery (OPUS); Trans 

umbilical endoscopic surgery (TUES); Embryonic NOTES (eNOTES); Natural orifice trans umbilical 

surgery (NOTUS); Single laparoscopic port procedure (SLAPP); Single-port laparoscopic surgery (SPLS); 

Single-port laparoscopy (SPL); Single laparoscopic incision trans abdominal surgery (SLIT); Single-

instrument port laparoscopic surgery (SIMPL); Single incision endoscopic surgery (SIES). We have 

adopted LESS surgery, a name suggested by a consensus of experts with no implications for the 

medical industry (30). 

 

Figure 4 (next page) - Instruments and strategies for LESS - Examples: 

Line 1 - Platforms for instrument introduction; Line 2 - Articulated and curved instruments; Line 3 - Cross-handed instruments; Line 4 - Instruments of 

variable length and shape together; Line 5 - Laparoscopes with variable angles of vision; 
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The use of and medical reports on LESS surgery had a great boom about ten years ago. Many series 

reporting safety, reproducibility, better cosmetic and less post operative pain were published and the 

diversity of procedures enlarged from appendectomy and cholecystectomy to colorectal resections, 

bariatric surgeries, urological interventions and so on (31-35). After an initial period of great 

enthusiasm, excitement diminished as several experts pointed out fear of adding unjustified technical 

difficulty and risk. On the other hand, the use of incisions greater than 1 cm across for port introduction 

was penalized with an increased rate of incisional hernia (mainly in high BMI population) (32, 36, 37), 

postoperative pain was not consistently lower than with conventional laparoscopy and esthetically 

issues were largely subjective. 

Today, LESS abdominal surgery is somehow residual in the world of laparoscopic surgery, and there is 

a great expectation with the development of single incision robotic systems of overcoming the technical 

challenges of these approaches. Eventually different fields of use of single-site operation have opened, 

spreading its use, and benefiting from its innovative technologies. Current applications are: (i) 

Laparoscopic procedures; (ii) Uniportal VATS (videoassisted thoracic surgery); (iii) Transanal surgery; 

(iv) Other.  

 

(i) Laparoscopic procedures 

 

The implementation of LESS abdominal surgery was looking for reduced trauma with lower pain, a 

better cosmetic result and faster recovery after surgery. For procedures with an incision to withdraw a 

specimen from the abdomen, the supposed aesthetic benefit or the prospect of less pain is in some 

way obscured by wound trauma. As far as the simplest procedures are concerned, attention must be 

paid to the number and width of ports used for common laparoscopy. With mini-laparoscopic 

instruments there are almost no scars one year after the operation, and an evident technical benefit is 

achieved by maintaining triangulation and the absence of instrument conflict. 

 

 

Although with great enthusiasm in the results of the first studies comparing LESS with multi-port 

laparoscopy, especially for cosmetic improvement and pain reduction, strong serious concerns involve 

the surgical community not advocating slightly better cosmetic value over safety (38). In fact there is a 

considerable technical challenge involving single-site surgery. 
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An important technical issue for LESS surgery is instrument conflict occurring inside and outside the 

body. It seems that the combination of one straight and one curved or articulating instrument could 

make some surgeries easier. That could be particularly important when dissecting in a relative small 

space with converging instruments, like the gallbladder hilum during a cholecystectomy. On the other 

hand, for surgery in a wider space it could prove beneficial if instruments diverge, getting one for 

traction and another for dissection, as in colorectal surgery.   

 

A systematic review and meta-analysis was published in 2016 by Brockhaus on LESS surgery versus 

multi-port laparoscopic surgery in colorectal benign and malignant context (35). These authors aimed to 

include exclusively randomized studies and found only two of those studies with a total of 82 patients, 

and one of these two with high risk of bias. There were no relevant differences detected between LESS 

and conventional laparoscopy, and since the results are so few, they state that LESS surgery for 

colorectal resection should still be considered as an experimental procedure.      

 

In 2017, The European Association for Endoscopic Surgery (EAES) organized a Consensus Conference 

on Single Incision Endoscopic Surgery (SIES). The results of that conference are summarized on Table 

1. Only for simple procedures like elective cholecystectomies and non complicated appendectomies, 

are high level of evidence favoring SIES in terms of post operative pain (cholecystectomy) and length of 

hospital stay (appendectomy). Although the cosmetic result seems to be improved in these two 

techniques, there is no impact on quality of life (cholecystectomy). No other studies exist to access the 

real impact on quality of life comparing multi-port 
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Procedure Selection criteria Op Time PO Pain Cosmesis LoS Hernia  QoL Feasible & Safe 

Cholecystectomy Elective, BMI <35 -  
(LoE1) 

+    (LoE1) +      (LoE1) Same 
(LoE1) 

? Same 
(LoE1) 

Concerns about 
iatrogenic BDI 

Appendectomy Non perforated 
appendicitis 

Same 
(LoE1) 

Same 
(LoE1) 

+      (LoE1) +     (LoE1) ?  OK 

Colectomy <T4, <5cm,      BMI 
<35, no PAO 

 +    (LoE3) ? +    (LoE3) ?  Same morbidity 
Lack of long term 

results 

Rectal ressection <4cm, BMI <30  +    (LoE2) ? +    (LoE3) ?  Similar histological 
outcome 

Bariatric (Sleeve 
and GBP) 

BMI <50, no PAO, 
XUD <25 cm  

- 
(LoE2/3) 

+ (LoE2/3) +   
(LoE2/3) 

   OK 

Splenectomy < 500g -   (LoE4)  +      (LoE4)  ?  OK 

Adrenalectomy Left Same 
(LoE4) 

Same 
(LoE4) 

 Same 
(LoE4) 

?  OK 

Hepatectomy Minor ? ? ? +    (LoE3) ?  OK 

Pancreatectomy Distal -   (LoE3) ? ? -     (LoE3) ?  OK 

Fundoplication ASA1 or 2 -   (LoE3) ? +      (LoE3) Same 
(LoE3) 

?  OK 

Gastrectomy Early gastric 
cancer, BMI <25 

-   (LoE4)   +  
(LoE4) 

  Similar histological 
outcome 

Inguinal 
Hernioplasty 

 -   (LoE2) Same 
(LoE3) 

Same 
(LoE3) 

   OK 

Ventral Hernioplasty  Same 
(LoE3) 

 ?    OK 
Concerns about 

recurrence 

Table 1 EAES Consensus Conference on SIES - Frankfurt Congress 2017 

 
Morales-Conde S, Peeters A, Meyer YM, Antoniou SA, Del Agua IA, Arezzo A, Arolfo S, Yehuda AB, Boni L, Cassinotti E, Dapri G, Yang T, Fransen S, 
Forgione A, Hajibandeh S, Hajibandeh S, Mazzola M, Migliore M, Mittermair C, Mittermair D, Morandeira-Rivas A, Moreno-Sanz C, Morlacchi A, Nizri E, 
Nuijts M, Raakow J, Sánchez-Margallo FM, Sánchez-Margallo JA, Szold A, Weiss H, Weiss M, Zorron R, Bouvy ND. European association for endoscopic 
surgery (EAES) consensus statement on single-incision endoscopic surgery. Surg Endosc. 2019 Apr;33(4):996-1019. doi: 10.1007/s00464-019-06693-2. 
Epub 2019 Feb 15.

+ Better SIES than multi-port laparoscopy (ML) 
- Worst SIES than ML 
? No data 
NM Not Mentioned 
Same Comparable results of SIES and ML 
LoE Level of Evidence 
QoL Quality of Life 

LoS Length of hospital Stay 
GBP Gastric By Pass 
BMI Body Mass Index 
PAO Previous Abdominal Operation 
XUD Xipho-Umbilical Distance 
BDI Bile Duct Injury 
ASA American Society of Anesthesiologist surgical risk score 

laparoscopy with SIES. Concerning the risk of hernia, there are still doubts as to increased incidence, 

even with very well selected patients. Lastly, some fears remain   

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Morales-Conde%20S%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Peeters%20A%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Meyer%20YM%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Antoniou%20SA%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Del%20Agua%20IA%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Arezzo%20A%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Arolfo%20S%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Yehuda%20AB%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Boni%20L%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Cassinotti%20E%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Dapri%20G%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Yang%20T%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Fransen%20S%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Forgione%20A%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Hajibandeh%20S%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Hajibandeh%20S%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Mazzola%20M%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Migliore%20M%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Mittermair%20C%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Mittermair%20D%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Morandeira-Rivas%20A%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Moreno-Sanz%20C%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Morlacchi%20A%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Nizri%20E%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Nuijts%20M%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Raakow%20J%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=S%C3%A1nchez-Margallo%20FM%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=S%C3%A1nchez-Margallo%20JA%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Szold%20A%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Weiss%20H%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Weiss%20M%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Zorron%20R%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Bouvy%20ND%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30771069
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in regards to the lack of long term oncological results and in regards to specific and relatively rare 

events, like iatrogenic common bile duct lesions during cholecystectomy (39).   

 

(ii) Uniportal VATS 

 

Video assisted thoracic surgery evolved together with laparoscopy and faced equal skepticism and fear. 

The aggression caused by a thoracotomy was the basis for developing equally effective surgeries with 

optimal patient recovery. VATS was the answer and slowly it was making its name in the world of lung 

surgery. At the beginning of this millennium some concerns still remained with VATS, like “post-

thoracotomy” pain in the site of small port incisions and the speed for emergent conversion to open 

procedures (40, 41). 

 

A surgeon from Catania, Marcello Migliore introduced the concept of Uniportal VATS for minor thoracic 

procedures in the year of 2000. In a larger intercostal space for its more anterior location, the 

placement of surgical instruments and the camera were introduced through the same incision. In a 

short period of time, Uniportal VATS evolved to include more and more complex procedures from 

lobectomies for cancer to bronchoplastic techniques, advanced lung tumors resections together with 

chest wall surgeries (42). The use of these techniques spread rapidly around the world and was quickly 

adopted in some high volume centers.  

 

Intra-operative major Uniportal VATS complications should be considered and prevented by means of 

adequate pre-operative planning. Coordination of all the surgical team is crucial to face emergencies 

such as major bleeding. One of the biggest advantages of Uniportal VATS seems to be the conversion 

speed. In fact, since it is using the anterior fifth intercostal space, traditional thoracotomy follows 

bleeding-site compression, and is fast to enlarge the incision posteriorly and introduce a rib retractor.  

 

A recently published systematic review and meta-analysis comparing Uniportal and Multiportal VATS for 

lung cancer showed improved outcomes with Uniportal VATS in terms of overall rate of complications, 

length of hospital stay and duration of postoperative drainage (43). However, pain sensation after 

Uniportal VATS has not yet proven to be better. Therefore, more comparative and randomized trials are 

needed to find out the superior results of Uniportal VATS (41).  
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Gonzalez-Rivas, a well-known enthusiast and lieder of the Uniportal VATS implementation, emphasizes 

the development of technology that has allowed for more complex procedures to be done this way. 

Specifically, he highlights the evolution of endoscopic staplers which have a curved tip and are 

narrower. Other important novelties are the retraction instruments using magnets, flexible tip and 

angulated scopes, and 3D imaging systems “adding depth perception and facilitating faster and more 

accurate grasping and suturing during surgery” (42). 

 

New frontiers for the Uniportal VATS are the subxiphoid approach to overcome intercostal nerve 

damage and trans thoracic esophageal resection for cancer. Likely new technology such as wireless 

cameras, single port robotic system and better instruments will spur its widespread use.  

 

(iii) Transanal surgery 

 

Another important field of development and increased interest to the surgical community in recent 

years is transanal surgery (TS). First with the works of Professor Buess from Germany in the late 

1980’s with the so called TEM - Transanal Endoscopic Microsurgery, to the great enthusiasm 

surrounding the new concept of TaTME - Transanal Total Mesorectum Excision - introduced by Sylla et 

al. in 2010, TS benefited from LESS surgery technological improvements (44).  

 

Apart from flexible endoscopic techniques that include mucosal, submucosal and some limited full-

thickness resections, TS with rigid scopes is an evolved technique with the same theoretical benefits 

and challenges as single incision laparoscopic procedures. Lack of triangulation, in-line view and 

instruments conflicts are also present. The new platforms for trocar introduction (like Gellpoint from 

Applied Medical) or the pressure barrier for sustaining pneumorectum (like Airseal from SurgiQuest), 

were “imported” from abdominal LESS surgery and are key factors for the democratization of these 

approaches.  

 

The concept of TaTME appeared to overcome the difficulties in the laparoscopic approach to locally 

advanced medium and low rectal cancer. Laparoscopic total mesorectal excision is a high demand 

surgical procedure, above all, for patients with a narrow pelvic anatomy, high body mass index, male, 

and fatty mesorectum (45). TaTME is a bottom-to-top strategy that is performed transanally, starting 

with the endo-anal closure of the rectum distally to the tumor, circumferential full thickness incision of 
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the rectal wall and total mesorectal excision in a retrograde way. Potential benefits of this technique are 

a better control of distal and circumferential margins of the tumor. However, considerable difficulty 

reproducing the procedure is observed as well as a significant learning curve (45). 

 

A recently published systematic review and meta-analysis by Dongping Hu et al. (46) including thirteen 

studies with a total of 859 patients (205 in randomized controlled trials) conclude that TaTME is 

associated with an increased complete tumor resection and reduced positive circumferential resection 

margin. The risk of intra-operative complications was similar and total time for the operation favors the 

TaTME approach. Curiously, distal rectal margin and positive distal margin were similar between two 

groups.    

 

Larger and more robust multi-center randomized controlled trials are needed as well as studies to 

evaluate long-term survival, quality of life, and local recurrences for a complete validation of TaTME for 

the treatment of mid-low rectal cancers. New devices and better optical systems could improve 

performance and the steep learning curve.     

 

 (iv) Other 

  

 a. Single Incision Robotic Surgery 

 

Intuitive is an American company founded in 1995 and is the producer of the da Vinci robot assisted 

system that has dominated the market since the beginning of this millennium. A few years ago, a new 

model for single-site surgery was tried and is now available in the USA. A relevant number of 

publications are coming out this year with the first series of operated patients. This new system 

overcomes the technical challenges of LESS surgery using sand-clock-shape trocar, 3D image and 

crossing instruments that appear inverted at the platform.  

Feasibility and safety are patents in series from different specialities like lymphadenectomy for 

endometrial cancer (47), radical prostatectomy (48) and cholecystectomy in obese patients (49). 

Possible advantages, apart from ergonomic issues and workload, could be: same day discharge and no 

Trendlemburg position in the case of prostatectomy, and less need for an  additional port for 

completing cholecystectomy in obese patients.  
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However, in a very recent systematic review and meta-analysis of robotic single-port platform in general 

(29 articles), urologic (10 articles), and gynecologic (18 articles) surgeries, a significant increment of 

complications was found when compared with the standard multi-port laparoscopic approach (50). The 

authors conclude that although this technology may be very effective, the prolongation of operating time 

an the risks of its implementation should be the subject of controlled clinical trials. 

 

 b. Single Port Pneumovagina Technique 

 

Using a single-port device for transanal surgery, an approach called Single-Port Pneumovagina 

Technique (SPPT) was described to optimize viewing and ergonomics in vaginal surgery. Two success 

cases were presented, one of a bicornuate unicollis uterus for resection of the septum, and another of a 

proximal vaginal leiomyoma for myomectomy (51).  

 

 c. Intragastric Surgery 

 

Another recent proposal for single-port surgery is IntraGastric Surgery (IGS). This can be used for the 

resection of submucosal stromal tumors, like those placed in difficult locations (cardia and near the 

pylori sphincter), as well as to approach the gastric remnant  (after obesity surgery) for gastric 

procedures or to access the biliary tree. A small series of patients described eight cases of IGS after 

Roux-en-Y gastric bypass for Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangio Pancreatography (ERCP). All were 

successfully performed (52).  

 

 d. In Line Multiports Surgery      

 

Finally, even when using different ports, other approaches in surgery put the instruments very close to 

each other in a similar strategy as LESS surgery. An example of this is TransOral Endoscopic 

Thyroidectomy Vestibular Approach (TOETVA), a technique with significant diffusion worldwide in recent 

years. Like in LESS surgery, the learning curve is steep due to the same type of limitations to overcome, 

such as the non-triangulation of instruments and in-line view (53). 
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To conclude, even though LESS surgery has not progressed rapidly in abdominal surgery, it has 

indelibly altered endoscopic surgery by opening other fields, other techniques, and promoting many 

new devices and instruments. 
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 THESIS OBJECTIVES 

 

- To compare single-site surgery performance in a laboratory experience using two dimensional and 

three dimensional systems 

- To analyze varying impact on novices and experienced surgeons during the use of three dimensional 

vs two dimensional system in single-site surgery 

- To use a model of fixed distance scope with minilaparoscopic instruments to make such 

comparisons 

 

THESIS STRUCTURE 

 

This thesis is divided into three main chapters and an addenda.  

 

I. Part one is dedicated to reviewing the knowledge areas that support the hypothesis of the 

experimental work - maybe three dimensional image systems could improve comfort and 

performance in LESS surgery-in a comprehensive way. This is a specific topic that has never been 

studied before.  

II. In Part two, the author presents his publications  

III. The last Part is the discussion based on results of the studies as well as on the current knowledge 

and future evolutions on these topics. 

IV. The addenda will join a review related to this thesis “clinical use of three dimensional image in 

endoscopic surgery” (submitted and accepted for publication). 
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PART 3 

DISCUSSION 

5. Stereoscopy 

 

Stereoscopy is a method that artificially presents two different images separately to each eye, triggering 

the effect of stereopsis (1). 

 

The phenomenon of stereopsis was described for the first time by Sir Charles Wheatstone in 1838. He 

realized that our mind perceives an object in three-dimensions through the fusion of two dissimilar 

pictures projected on both retinas. He then created the “Wheatstone Stereoscope” to give the illusion of 

exaggerated volume by projecting different images to each eye, and proved his theory in this way (2). 

 

Stereopsis is a word derived from the greek (stereo, meaning solid and opsis, meaning appearance or 

sight)  and refers to the effect that is obtained from fusing slightly different views from binocular 

distance of the two human eyes. These positional differences are referred to as horizontal disparities or, 
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more generally, binocular disparities. These slightly different views are processed in the visual cortex of 

the brain to yield field depth perception. 

Depth perception itself is the impression of “real” separation of objects in their distance from the 

observer. The correct evaluation of the movement length has been suggested as a guide for planning 

motor action. When depth perception is lacking, like in a monocular bi-dimensional image, the gesture 

to reach a structure distant from the observation point follows an arc path, a ballistic movement (Figure 

5). Due to evaluation difficulties of the exact point to reach, the depth movement of the instrument is 

constantly adjusted in  

precision.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Deep motion with two and three dimensional image 

 

Depth-of-field-learning in two-dimensional (2D) vision uses specific clues to compensate for the lack of 

the third dimension. This is a slow process in which the comparison between elements of the image 

assumes a primordial role. Static observation uses dimension, overlap, textures, color, brightness, and 

shadow, while moving observation primarily uses the parallax effect. This can be the comparison 

between the right and left eyesight as well as views from different angles. The differences in position 

between left and right retinal images, termed binocular disparities, can be used by the visual system to 

recover the third dimension information from 2D images. Lastly, other important subterfuge of two-

dimensional vision is the comparison with recalled images. Due to the capability of the image center 

within the brain to capture and recall images, the view of 2D images appears with somewhat limited 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binocular_disparity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visual_cortex
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Depth_perception
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depth (3), the so-called two-and-a-half dimension. Recognizing a familiar visual environment helps to 

identify the volume of space. As a consequence, the perception of depth is more impaired whenever 2D 

image is used for novel spaces of action, or when facing a new scenario in a common situation. 

 

In an extensive study conducted by Lawrence W. Way on etiology of common bile duct iatrogenic 

lesions during laparoscopic cholecystectomy, misperception or visual perception illusion was identified 

as the cause for 97% of injuries (4). This may result from misinterpreting two-dimensional images. As 

commented by the author, “in most cases the surgeon did not recognize a problem”. 

 

Another important feature of three-dimensional vision is spatial orientation. In fact, two types of 

stereopsis can be considered: Coarse stereopsis, also called qualitative or gross stereopsis, which is 

used to judge stereoscopic motion in the periphery. This is very important for space orientation during 

movement. We can even say that it is the responsible for the sense of immersion in the three-

dimensionality of the surrounding space; the other type is quantitative. This other variety can also be 

called fine stereopsis and is based on static differences, giving us an exact sense of depth of displayed 

objects. It corresponds to the central visual area, the so-called Panum’s fusional area; an example of 

fine stereopsis is threading a needle, and an example of gross type is orientation in space while 

descending a flight of stairs (5). 

 

Fine stereopsis is of the utmost importance for delicate and precise movements, like surgery. It can be 

measured with specific random-dot tests (Figure 6). These are considered the gold-standard for 

stereoacuity evaluation. Easy to use, these tests consist of sets of circles in which, thanks to the cross 

disparity of one of them, it will appear closer than the others when viewed through the testing glasses 

containing cross-polarized filters. With these tests, different levels of stereoacuity can be detected (6).  
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Figure 6 The RANDOT Stereo Test (Stereo Optical, Chicago, IL, USA) 

 

In the general population, it is estimated that about 30% have some level of decreased visual acuity and 

approximately 3% of individuals are actually stereo-blind. Impairment of stereo acuity has also been 

noted in individuals after the age of 60 years with no previous history of eye disease. One population 

study showed that 97.3% were able to distinguish depth at horizontal disparities of 2.3 minutes of arc or 

smaller, and at least 80% could distinguish depth at horizontal differences of 30 seconds of arc. Many 

people lacking stereopsis have (or have had) visible strabismus (7). 

 

It is critical for the surgical community to understand that stereo-blind individuals or those with some 

degree of visual acuity impairment, will not benefit from three-dimensional images to such a degree as 

individuals with normal visual stereoacuity can. 

     

Furthermore, there are studies showing that when contrast is the same in both eyes, binocular acuity is 

better than the best monocular acuity by an average of 11%, which means that normal vision improves 

functional vision by summation and stereopsis (5).  

 

Binocular disparities are the result of inter pupillary distance, that for human vision is approximately 60 

mm.  The brain’s interpretation of this disparity at the retinal fovea (panum region) gives the sense of 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minutes_of_arc
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_of_arc
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strabismus
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depth. The eyes’ convergence on a specific point (point of fixation) is where the object is brought into 

sharp focus on the retina. The region of depth, also called comfort zone, is between the near and far 

points that an object can be seen by the eye and still be in focus (Figure 7). The human eyes have the 

ability to clearly visualize objects which are in this region, a phenomenon called accommodation (3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Basic aspects of stereoscopic vision in humans 

 

When stereoscopic is displayed on a monitor, two different images are presented at the same time. The 

way images are presented to each eye is determinant of the quality of stereopsis. Furthermore, the 

exact horizontal position of the viewer with eye level held at half the screen height, the darkness of the 

room, the maintenance of the camera in an upright position and the distance to the near point, are all 

important issues to get a quality image. 

 

A situation in which each eye sees a combination of the image intended for that eye, and some of the 

image intended for the other eye is called crosstalk (6). This condition can degrade the perceived image 

quality and lead to unwanted symptoms, like fatigue, dizziness and motion sickness. 
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6. Possible advantages of three-dimensional image for single-site surgery 

 

Since stereopsis is an innate characteristic of most humans, it is taken for granted. In everyday 

situations in which we move in space, this ability is essential for our equilibrium and for the most basic 

tasks such as holding objects or avoiding collision with obstacles. 

 

The limitations of depth perception coming from two dimensional images are overcome with acquired 

strategies that are somewhat empirical for the experienced surgeon. These include permanent lateral 

and approach movements of the endoscope. Hence, active camera man assistance is of utmost 

importance for complex procedures. Constant get-close and move-away movements are crucial for 

delicate steps like fine dissection, clip & cut, and suturing. This makes the learning curve for complex 

surgeries a team work, where surgeon and assistant have to be permanently in tune for excellent 

performance.  

 

Therefore, team coordination is essential to minimize the lack of depth of field of endoscopic surgery 

with two-dimensional systems. In the real world, diverse constraints make it very difficult to maintain the 

stability of surgical teams, especially in University Hospitals where constant training of surgeons brings 

constant changes. 

 

Three-dimensional technology provides the stereoptic fit surgeon with improved performance and 

decreased tiredness (8). Since approaching movements are not so necessary for delicate gestures, we 

can postulate that difficult procedures can be made easier to assist as a camera man with 3D imaging. 

In this context, the experienced surgeon would feel more comfortable with less experienced assistance, 

like is so common in hospitals with surgery training programs. Thus, at the limit we might think that the 

camera could be held by a robot arm with minimal movements during the intervention. More important 

than reducing personnel for surgery, it would decrease surgeon's strain while ensuring better 

performance. 

 

Single-site procedures are technically demanding and deal with limited space for instruments and scope 

(9). Constant clashing happens inside and outside the single site used for the surgical intervention. 

Performing procedures with the camera at a fixed distance without an assistant could be doubly 

advantageous in this context, reducing endoscope motion and increasing the workspace. Another 
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possible advantage of using 3D image at a fixed distance for LESS surgery is the reduced frequency of 

dirtying the lens of the laparoscope. In fact, the close proximity of the edge of the scope to the surgical 

field increases lens contact with smoke caused by tissue dehydration, protein desaturation and fried fat. 

 

Due to in-line view, limited space and lack of triangulation, single-site surgeries are extremely difficult 

procedures to control technical risk of failure gestures and still be proficient. The surgeon's best comfort 

combined with less strain and fatigue, gives the 3D image an immediate and end-of-the-day advantage. 

This is likely why almost all studies that compare performance using 2D or 3D systems, give preference 

to 3D whether by novices or by experienced surgeons (10-15).  
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7. Translating laboratory experience into clinical practice 

 

Video-endoscopic surgery inaugurated a new era of surgery, not only with the concept of minimal 

invasiveness but also with new methods for surgical training. In laparoscopic surgery, the senior 

surgeon uses only verbal orders to guide the apprentice in training, making technical learning much 

more difficult and ethically controversial. Also, the slower learning of laparoscopy when compared to 

conventional surgery has led to the development of simulation strategies to exhaustively train gesture. 

 

As a matter of fact, it took almost a century for the Halsted principle see one, do one, teach one to be 

called into question. With laparoscopy, learning in the operating room is preceded by simulation of the 

surgical gesture in the laboratory. Basic and advanced practical courses have appeared everywhere and 

the existence in surgical departments of pelvic trainers or digital simulators to practice laparoscopic 

technique has become commonplace (16-18). 

 

Laparoscopic training comprises a surgical strategy distinct from conventional surgery, as well as the 

acquisition of new technical skills. The first of these challenges is the synchronization between vision 

and gesture, so-called hand-eye coordination. Video surgery changes the surgeon's line of sight from 

direct observation of his hands to the monitor causing frequent dislocation image and instrument 

misorientation. The effects are very confusing at the beginning and require an intensive and long 

training period to overcome (19). The other main difficulties of starting laparoscopic techniques are bi-

manual performance and learning to work in a three-dimensional space with a two-dimensional image. 

Although in conventional surgery there is a clearly dominant hand, in endoscopic surgery, advanced 

performance implies the use of both hands for the technical execution with excellence. This is another 

skill that requires a great deal of effort and perseverance from the surgeon.  

 

Thus, to perform laparoscopic surgery there are three important challenges that imply specific learning: 

hand-eye coordination, bi-manuality and adaptation to the lack of depth of field. Apart from these, other 

difficulties also require specific accommodation: lack of haptic sensitivity (sense of touch), fulcrum 

effect (mirror movement), image magnification (increasing the size of the structures), and ergonomics 

(clinician position, port placement, tool angle, monitor placement and mental workload). 
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For the above, when novices begin their practice in laparoscopy, they face learning a demand technique 

while dealing with the limitation of depth perception caused by a two-dimensional system. Basic 

exercises that integrate the Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) or European training in Basic 

Laparoscopic Urological Surgical Skills (E-BLUSS) programs aim to surpass all these adversities at 

once, bringing more confidence and accuracy to depth instrument movement, movement coordination 

and bi-manuality. As the exercises are not specifically designed to develop a single skill, some are more 

likely than others to overcome the lack of depth of field. An example can be found in the clip & cut 

exercise. 

 

Regardless of being created for another purpose, the use of these validated exercises for the 

apprenticeship of multi-ports laparoscopy became popular at the time of testing the impact of 3D image 

in endoscopic surgery. In addition to the above and despite some encouraging results, other limitations 

soon became clear at the time of developing depth perception with 2D image in the laboratory 

environment. Indirect clues, like texture, brightness, shadow, and dimension comparison, as well as the 

importance of recalled images, were missing, imposing a major difference to the clinical environment. 

 

With the appearance of a new generation of 3D systems for laparoscopy, characterized by high 

definition and light polarization glasses, a wave of experimental studies in the laboratory appeared to 

evaluate the benefits of these devices. In the year 2013, one of these studies was carried out at Life 

and Health Sciences Research Institute, School of Health Sciences, University of Minho, by some of our 

group (20). With all the listed limitations, an enhanced performance in laparoscopic surgery was clear 

for surgeons without a laparoscopic background. This impact on the learning curve was the stimulus for 

other studies, such as those related to this thesis.  

 

The measures encountered to evaluate performance in almost all the experimental laboratory studies to 

compare the performance of 2D vs 3D images in laparoscopy were time and errors. Well-designed 

studies revealed superiority with 3D equipment, as mentioned before in detail (Part 1 - Section 2).  

 

Since the early years of laparoscopy, several reports showed that the learning process of laparoscopic 

surgery is very long and risky. Proficiency is therefore a challenge likely not available to everyone. 

Equipment that provides three dimensional vision seemed to flatten the curve as well as improve 

performance when compared with a 2D system. 
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Also in the laboratory setting, it was evident that 3D image system reduces physical and physiological 

strain for the surgeon (8), and that an unanimous subjective preference was reported by participants, 

regardless of their previous experience. This advantage can be very relevant in prolonged and highly 

demanding procedures, as well as in long workdays consisting of many surgeries performed by the 

same surgeon. 

  

The translational process of extrapolate results from the controlled laboratory setting to the complex 

clinical operating room scenario is a challenge with a great deal of bias. When it comes to the operating 

room, apart from selection of real stereo-vision fit surgeons and adequate monitor visualization 

conditions, there are a variety of other variables that can impact the outcome, like surgeons’ 

experience, previous workload, unexpected situations, or team commitment. Notwithstanding the 

above, very rare clinical studies classify minor events during surgery. The difference in clinical outcome, 

measured by morbidity and mortality, may be too high in this context. The use of 3D technology, 

bringing less stress to the surgeon may only impact the last patient on the surgical day, even if the 

patient is operated on with 2D technology. However, we must recall that very rare complications mean 

100% for the patient affected.  

 

In other words, the added comfort that can be seen by the undeniable preference of users for 3D 

devices (21-24) can benefit the patient operated, the surgeon or the patients awaiting surgery on the 

same day. In the overall analysis of the studies, the non-inferiority of the 3D system stands out in terms 

of performance measured by errors time, and learning. Encouraging results reveal superiority in many 

of the studies. 
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8. Single-site laboratory studies comparing two and three-dimensional 

systems 

 

The starting point of these experiments was the hypothesis that three-dimensional laparoscopic system 

could improve performance and comfort for single-site procedures. With the increased availability of 3D 

systems, this technology could also be offered to beginners starting their practice and flattening the 

learning curve, particularly for demanding techniques like LESS surgery.  

 

Single-site procedures are technically difficult due to the constant clash between instruments, in-line 

view and lack of instrument triangulation. Conversion of instruments becomes very hard. Thus, LESS 

surgery adds even more technical demands on top of what is already needed for conventional 

laparoscopy. 

 

In an effort to normalize laboratory procedures and reduce conflict between instruments, the model 

would entail having the scope at a fixed distance and with the use of mini laparoscopic instruments of 

3mm in diameter. Three-dimensional images theoretically decrease the need for close proximity 

between the scope and the surgical field. The procedures selected in the dry laboratory setting, as well 

as with an organic model, required mainly delicate and precise movements, with a need for bimanual 

dexterity and hand-eye coordination. 

 

The first of our studies revealed better performance for experts with a 3D system. This was not so 

evident for novices and we postulated that LESS surgery is so highly demanding that using it 

overshadows possible advantages for novices. Analyzing specifically the type of exercise, there is a clear 

advantage with the advent of three dimensional image in moving back and forward, like “clip and cut” 

exercise. 

 

Although time differences were not significant for the novice group, time analysis with one-way ANOVA 

was clearly better crossing Group/Exercise/Monitor ( p=0,006 ). All exercises were performed faster by 

the expert group using the 3D image. Interesting is the fact that of the four E-BLUS exercises chosen, 

the one that was the most dependent on depth perception was clip & cut, which suffered the most 

reduction with 3D.  
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Also the impact of three dimensional image was greater for the expert group when the errors were 

analyzed. Again, the performance boost for the clip & cut exercise with the 3D system was significant, 

and here, not only for experts but also for beginners was there a clear decrease in errors.   

 

While there was a preference in the subjective questionnaire for the three dimensional system in both 

groups, the experts were unanimous in their preference considering the 3D system superior for 

performing LESS surgery. The advantage felt by the participants was in-depth view. The exercise 

training this deep-moving ability, clip & cut, was best for experts (time and errors) and showed an 

improvement tendency for novices (fewer errors). In any case, the second in-depth work exercise, 

cutting circle, was felt to hold great benefit from 3D imaging for both groups of participants (both time 

and errors for both groups). 

 

In Figures 8.1 and 8.2 the predominant movements of each E-BLUS exercise as well as the steps of the 

cholecystectomy in an organic model, and their relationship to the depth of field are presented in a 

schematic way. 

 

Our second experiment used an organic model, a pig liver with a gallbladder to perform a 

cholecystectomy in an endo-trainer. Some interesting results emerge: first it was clear that the 3D 

system can be adopted without previous practice and that it positively affects the performance of the 

less experienced; second, it was verified that previous experience with 3D has a positive effect on 2D 

performance, meaning that the learning process of LESS procedures can be interchangeable between 

the two systems; third, it was found that previous experience in conventional laparoscopy is an 

advantage in performing LESS procedures; and finally, the most important result of the study was the 

“flat learning curve effect” of 3D image. 
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 Peg Transfer Circle Clip & Cut Rings 

 

 

   

Hand/Eye Coordination ++ +++ ++ +++ 

Bimanuality +++ + + ++ 

Depth  
Perception + ++ +++ + 

Figure 8 Phantom exercises: main movements of the instruments according to surgeon’s perspective 
and relative importance of acquired capacities 

 

 

 Hilum isolation Clip & Cut Gallblader dissection 

 

   

Hand/Eye Coordination +++ ++ +++ 

Bimanuality + + + 

Depth  
Perception ++ +++ ++ 

Figure 9 Cholecystectomy in organic model: main movements of the instruments according to 
surgeon’s perspective and relative importance of acquired capacities 
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Just as in the first of our studies, there was a majority preference for three dimensional equipments 

when evaluated with subjective inquiries. Participants felt that 3D increases depth perception by 92,6%, 

this technology being fairly developed and two thirds preferring to operate with this equipment. Better 

comfort can justify preference and can be of great importance if  it decreases workload and strain, as 

was demonstrated in multi-port laparoscopic surgery.   

 

These two laboratory studies of image impact on LESS performance are aligned with conventional 

laparoscopy experimental non-clinical studies. In fact, as previously mentioned, laboratory studies 

carried out in recent years concluded that the use of 3D imaging in multi-port laparoscopy improves 

performance, accelerates the learning curve and decreases tiredness.    

 

Due to the difficulties of extrapolating laboratory results in the clinical setting, a review of the clinical use 

of last generation three dimensional in conventional multi portal endoscopic procedures was conducted. 

Even with significant heterogeneous publications, it seems we are experiencing a democratizing process 

of this technology and relevant advantages in terms of performance, learning curve and workload can 

be expected.    

 

For better evaluation of the impact of three-dimensional image on LESS procedures, clinical 

experimental randomized multi-center studies using different approaches, like transanal, single port 

VATS or abdominal surgeries, would be of great interest.   
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9. Limitations, critical appraisal and future recommendations 

 

The laboratory studies presented in this thesis are pioneer experiences comparing 2D and 3D 

laparoscopic systems in LESS surgery. In fact, to our knowledge there are no other publications 

concerning this topic. 

 

The first important limitation of the experiments is sample size. Certain tendencies noted would be 

clarified with more participants. Although significant differences were observed between groups and a 

learning curve was detected, LESS procedures are highly demanding even for surgeons with extensive 

experience in multi-port laparoscopy. This means that even the most trained make frequent mistakes 

and take time to adapt to the difficulties of the technique.  

 

These studies can be seen as pilot experiments to test the hypothesis that 3D image can improve 

performance in LESS procedures. To do so, two different variables were analyzed, errors (continuous 

type) and time. The larger the population variability or the smaller the difference the investigator wishes 

to detect, the larger the sample size must be to detect a significant difference. Sample size 

determination starts with some estimated factors: effect size (the difference between two groups), 

population standard deviation (for continuous data) , desired power of the experiment (probability of 

detecting a difference between treatment groups, the postulated effect) and the significance level. The 

first two are unique to the particular experiment. The last two are generally fixed by convention. 

Determination of power and significance are fundamental to avoid a type II error (no difference between 

groups exists when, in fact, there is a difference) and a type I error (concluding that a difference 

between groups exists, when in fact there is no difference) respectively. After designing the study with 

clarification of these factors, the researcher can meet with the statistician to compute this data in 

specific formulas that allow for calculating the necessary sample size (25). 

 

In these two experiments, groups of participants were considered by their experience, novices and 

experts for the experimental E-BLUS study, and novices, intermediates and experts for the ex-vivo model 

study. Selection was based on the multi-port experience and number of procedures done. Only few of 

them had little previous experience in single-site procedures as well as laparoscopy with 3D image 

system, and these participants were not selected apart from the others.  
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In terms of experience in laparoscopy, it would be more convenient for it to be divided into three levels: 

beginner (no experience at all), intermediate (experience with basic laparoscopic procedures, no 

suturing skills) and expert (experience with advance laparoscopic procedures, like those with resection 

and reconstruction techniques). Due to little global experience in single-site procedures, participants are 

classified according to their experience in multiple port surgery.  

 

A group of super-experts in LESS surgery could be considered and compared with these, and those who 

have already used 3D technology should also be marked for separate results analysis.   

 

As previously reported in studies with multiple ports in laparoscopy, learning with 3D systems is 

transferable to 2D systems and the reverse is also true. So the same procedure done in 3D after 2D is 

usually better than initial 3D (before 2D), and also 2D after 3D is better than initial 2D (before 3D). For 

a better understanding and evaluation of the learning impact at the expense of previous experience, 

including two other sequences  (2D after 2D and 3D after 3D) in these studies would prove informative.  

 

This aspect was discussed and pointed out as a limitation in the ex-vivo model study. The comparison 

between the same system in two different sequences (after the same or after the other system) requires 

subdividing the groups, going from two to four different sequences. The differences found in this context 

are estimated to be of minor magnitude. Consequently, the number of participants must be much 

higher according to sample size calculation. 

 

The exercises validated for learning laparoscopy simultaneously train different skills that may or may 

not benefit from stereoscopic vision. An important ability, such as coordination between vision and 

movement of the instruments or the use of both hands, may be more relevant to the performance of a 

specific exercise than depth of field. On the other hand, indirect data that help the surgeon to work with 

2D image are not present in most exercises carried out in the laboratory. As only the elements of the 

exercise are present, there are no objects closer and others farther away that allow for inferring by 

textures, shapes, dimensions, brightness or color. The exact distance when observed with a 2D optics 

can therefore be difficult to calculate 

In this sense, the exercises validated for learning laparoscopy do not fully serve for assessing the 

impact of 3D image in the performance of laparoscopic surgery, whether through multiple ports or per 

single site. As suggested before, the predominant movement in the third dimension must be taken into 
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account and other elements also added to the visual field in a simulation closer to the reality of clinical 

exercises. Like Clip&Cut exercises or suturing (for more advanced performance), delicate and precise 

movements in the depth of the surgical field are the ones that best evaluate the potential advantages of 

3D image. 

 

Selective screening of participants is another highly relevant point to assess the impact of 3D image in 

laparoscopy. In fact, as previously stressed, an important fraction of the population has some type of 

limitation in stereoscopic vision and there is even a not negligible  percentage (about 3%) that is even 

stereo-blind (7). To reduce this possible confounding factor as much as possible, participants should 

undergo ophthalmological evaluation tests such as the RANDOT stereo-test (6). 

 

Using appropriate stereopsis test glasses, the individual under evaluation selects the circle that is 

sticking out by group of circles. The groups of circles, figures and shapes are graded from easiest to 

most difficult and this allows one to properly classify level of stereoscopy. 

 

Conditions for 3D display are required for optimal results. With current 3D imaging systems for 

endoscopic surgery, the monitor simultaneously displays information for both eyes in alternating lines. 

Optimal distance to the monitor should be around 100-150 cm, the surgeon's line of sight should be 

horizontal and directed towards the center of the screen, and the monitor must be perfectly aligned for 

the surgeon and in an absolutely vertical position. All these measures are necessary to decrease cross 

talk (8, 26). 

 

Regarding the conditions of the operating room, the importance of lowering the surrounding light should 

be stressed. This is more important under fluorescent light that is used in most operating theaters. In 

fact, unwanted effects like flickering, judder, edge banding and motion blur, was reported (27).  

 

Although preference evaluation uses subjective inputs, its analysis is objective and thus suitable metrics 

should be used. When testing in a lab, one should consider using any of the standard questionnaires for 

assessing subjective reactions to a system. 

 

Subjective inquiry used in both experiments was direct to underline possible advantages of 3D systems 

rather than leaving the possibility of no preference or 2D choice more open. A validated questionnaire 
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would likely be better to evaluate the preference of the participants. The System Usability Scale (SUS) 

that includes rating scales such as the Likert scale, has been shown to be robust even with relatively 

small numbers of participants. It consists of 10 statements to which users rate their level of agreement. 

Half the statements are worded positively and half are worded negatively.  

 

An example of the System Usability Scale to evaluate the impact of 3D system in LESS surgery is 

presented in Figure 9 as well as an explanation of how to calculate SUS score.  

 

Unwanted effects for the surgeon using 3D systems for endoscopic surgery have been reported since 

the first generation. With the new low-weight polarized glasses systems, there is less reference to these 

aspects, also relating to the optimization of the conditions of visualization and proper selection of the 

subjects. Reported side-effects include nausea, dizziness, headache and eyestrain. Adequate physical 

  

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/system-usability-scale
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 Strongly 
disagree    

Strongly 
agree Score 

1. I think that I would like to use this 

system of image frequently 1 2 3 4 5 __- 1 

2. I found the system unnecessarily 

complex on the top of single-site 

difficulties 

1 2 3 4 5 5 -__ 

3. I feel that 3D vision provides significant 

advantages to adequate perform the 

exercises 

1 2 3 4 5 __- 1 

4. Some tasks can be done more easily 

with 2D system 1 2 3 4 5 5 -__ 

5. The most advantage of 3D system is 

depth perception 1 2 3 4 5 __- 1 

6. The vision with the 2D system is better 

in terms of light and contrast 1 2 3 4 5 5 -__ 

7. The 3D image allows for a more delicate 

surgical gesture with fewer errors 1 2 3 4 5 __- 1 

8. Adaptation to the 3D system is difficult 

and the use of glasses is uncomfortable 

for surgery 

1 2 3 4 5 5 -__ 

9. 3D surgery is more natural and 

produces less fatigue 1 2 3 4 5 __- 1 

10. I see no advantage in using a 3D system 

for single-site surgery 1 2 3 4 5 5 -__ 

Figure 10 The System Usability Scale, developed by John Brooke at Digital Equipment Corporation 
Calculating a SUS Score: To calculate a SUS score, first sum the score contributions from each item. Each item’s score contribution will range from 0 to 4. 

For odd items (positive questions) the score contribution is the scale position minus 1. For even items (negative questions) the score contribution is 5 

minus the scale position. The maximum score is 40 and the factor to multiply is 2,5. Final result is presented as a percentage. 

From the analysis of SUS scores for many products and systems, Bangor and colleagues suggested the following interpretation: 

<50% not acceptable 

50-70% marginal 

>70% acceptable 
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warm-up when using the 3D system seems to be relevant for better and less stressed performance. For 

a gradual assessment of side effects, a 5-point Likert scale should be used for each. 

 

Another issue to consider is workload, which is a term used to describe physical and mental wear 

resulting from work activity. One of the possible advantages of using 3D imaging in laparoscopy seems 

to be the reduction of tiredness. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration Task Load Index 

(NASA TLX) is a questionnaire that emerged to assess perceived workload in pilots and that quickly 

became a validated standard in different contexts, including surgeons subject to new environments or 

using new devices. The aim of this evaluation is redesigning processes to reduce technical errors. In 

Figure 10 this simple questionnaire is presented (27). 

 

Physical strain is also part of the NASA TLX rating scale. As has been discussed extensively before, 

single-site surgery adds to the requirements of conventional laparoscopic surgery with respect to 

ergonomics. The permanent conflict of the instruments coupled with lack of space for the surgeon's 

hands and the laparoscope provoke a greater and likely more exhausting physical effort. If the 

endoscope fixed at a distance from the surgical field allows the assistant to be dismissed, more space 

will be left for the hands and the laparoscope. The ergonomic evaluation of the execution can be made 

using video recording of the subject to perform the exercise for critical analysis of the positioning. Other 

specific stress locations, like shoulder, elbow, wrist or lumbar region can be assessed using numerical 

Likert scales (10,28).   
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Figure 11 from NASA (1986). Nasa Task Load Index (TLX) v. 1.0 Manual - human performance 
research group - NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California, USA 

 

According to what was described before, Table 2 summarizes a list of suggestions for future laboratory 

experiments comparing 2D vs 3D image for LESS surgery. 

 

To adequately reduce the likelihood of Type I errors, the homogeneity of populations must be taken into 

account, paying particular attention to the appropriate selection of materials and methods. Future 

experiments in this field should take into account with limitations for enhanced results. 
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Item to be considered Recommendation 

1. Sample size 

Define the types of variables to be measured (dichotomous, 
continuous or time of an event) and resume the hypothesis to a 

simple question. Select adequate formula to calculate the 
sample size (*). 

 

2. Groups by experience 
Divide between zero, basic and advanced experience. consider 

experience in conventional laparoscopy and LESS  

3. Sequence of exercises 
Randomized sequence including 2D after 2D and 3D after 3D 

to evaluate the learning effect 

4. Chosen exercises 
Consider validated exercises to evaluate depth perception rather 

than laparoscopic performance as a whole 

5. Selection of participants 
Use RANDOT Stereo-Test to select participants and choose only 

those with high stereo acuity 

6. Conditions for 3D display 
Adequate normalized darkness of the operating room, distance 
between the operator and the monitor, and in-line view to the 

middle of well aligned monitor 

7. Preference evaluation 
Use validated preference questionnaire to access subjective 

preference, comfort and work load evaluation 

8. Side-effects 
Use a 5 point Likert scale to evaluate the grade of side effects 

like dizziness or headache 

9. Perceived workload Use NASA TLX questionnaire for perceived workload evaluation 

 (*) National Research Council (US) Committee on Guidelines for the Use of Animals in Neuroscience and Behavioral Research. 
Washington (DC): National Academies Press (US); 2003. 

Table 2 Recommendations for laboratorial experiments comparing 2D vs 3D image in LESS surgery 
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10. The future for LESS surgery and imaging in endoscopic surgery 

 

The term laparo-endoscopic single-site surgery comprises a minimally invasive strategy with a single 

opening to access a cavity or space virtually created in the depth of the body (29). The definition is wide 

enough to include transcutaneous or transvisceral approaches (NOTES) using rigid or flexible 

endoscopes. Foreseeably, the boundary between laparoscopic procedures and natural orifices will not 

be considered relevant, and new platforms, robotic systems, and high-quality three-dimensional images, 

will allow for interventions through minimal orifices with a high level of safety. 

 

Three main drawbacks can be pointed out in respect to LESS surgery according to current technology: 

instruments conflict, in-line view and lack of triangulation. Thus, the future of these approaches involves 

improving the ability to execute and well as increasing versatility and security. 

 

(i) Robotic and Ergonomic optimization 

 

In the execution of LESS surgery in a narrow space like transanal procedures, or while dissecting 

delicate structures such as the gallbladder hilum, clashing instruments together can be critical. The 

convergence of instruments in a triangular fashion, like in multi-port laparoscopy, is simply not possible 

in LESS surgery with straight instruments. To overcome this limitation, curved and articulated 

instruments were produced. Dissection with two of these instruments seems to be very difficult, as well 

as working with crossing instruments. It appears that the least difficult way to do so is by using a 

straight and a curved instrument at the same time. For procedures where the tip of the instruments 

diverge everything becomes easier. This is the case of colorectal surgery and the reason for this 

practice having had a relatively wide acceptance in this field. 

 

On the edge of new proposals for LESS surgery comes the robotic platform. In fact, single-port robotic 

surgery can be the answer for all the technical challenges that were described before (30). 

 

Robot assisted procedures offer four possible advantages over conventional laparoscopic surgery: 

execution, vision, distance and ergonomics (31). The new single-site surgical robot system has these 

benefits using crossed instruments (that seem not crossed to the surgeon), improving triangulation and 
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bringing with it, precision and dexterity. Possible advantages of robotic LESS would be a reduction in 

pain, a decrease in surgical risk, and ease of execution. Despite this, some conflicting results have been 

published (32-34). 

 

The well-being of the surgeon sitting in a comfortable chair, with a high definition 3D view and without a 

conflict of instruments, may extend the indications for LESS surgery. When flexible endoscopes can be 

robotized in the future, with mini-instruments on the tip, on stable platforms, the point of entry into the 

body can be determined through the skin or through natural orifices according to the greatest 

convenience of the patient. This will be a major advance for robotic surgery, definitely moving away 

from conventional laparoscopic surgery, offering up next to superhuman capabilities (35). 

 

(ii) Miniaturization of instruments 

 

The past 10 years have seen a remarkable development in biomaterials that has allowed behaviors that 

were previously impossible for fine instruments. These so-called mini-instruments became available with 

a choice of diameters and lengths, better shaft insulation and electrosurgery capability, improved shaft 

strength and rotation, better ergonomic handles, and improved instrument durability. 

 

The use of mini-instruments with the same performance, allows a surgeon to perform single-site surgery 

with more free space and with proficiency. This trend towards the development of harder and more 

resistant alloys will allow for improved vision and tips with wrist movements, positively facilitating LESS 

surgery. 

 

(iii) Advanced flexible scopes and instruments 

 

During the era of the NOTES concept, advanced flexible endoscope prototypes appeared with the aim of 

allowing transvisceral surgery to be performed. Examples are the Anubis platform (from Karl Storz), 

EndoSamurai (from Olympus) and COBRA (from USGI) (35). These multitask platforms had a flexible 

endoscope and several working channels in common that, in a miniaturized way, allowed for traction 

and counter-traction, electrosurgery and application of clips. The arrangement of the endoscope at the 

tip simulated the classic triangulation of instruments from laparoscopic surgery. The instability of these 

platforms made it very difficult to perform any procedure in the peritoneal cavity and this caused 
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interest in this instrument to decline. Another major limitation to the implementation of NOTES remains 

the development of a safe and reliable visceral closure system. 

 

Regardless of needed improvements, the evolution of endoscopes for advanced endoluminal or 

transvisceral procedures will continue and will be associated with the development of increasingly 

accurate and resistant flexible instruments. 

 

(iv) Retractors 

 

Currently approved by the FDA, new retractors use magnetic energy allowing surgeons to decrease the 

number of ports and to mitigate the amplitude of movement of the instruments. The new Levita 

Magnetics (Ca, USA) is designed to magnetically grasp and retract the target tissue in laparoscopy (36). 

It consists of 3 parts: (i) the magnetic grasper, which is introduced through one of the ports, and the 

shaft, which is removed after delivery application of the tip; (ii) the grasper tip, which holds target tissue 

and provides shiftless magnetic retraction; (iii) the magnetic controller, which is positioned externally on 

the abdominal wall to magnetically attract the grasper tip intra-abdominally. 

 

Several, quite recent publications have demonstrated its clinical use associated with conventional 

single-site or robotic surgery (37,38). These magnetic retractors are licensed for use in 

cholecystectomy, prostatectomy and bariatric surgery and are recommended for retracting hollow 

viscera like the gallbladder or massive organs like the liver or the prostate. Most likely in the future this 

technology will expand and facilitate the exposure of the surgical field to LESS surgery. 

 

(v) Glasses-free three-dimensional display technology 

 

Despite the great improvements that 3D systems have demonstrated in their third generation, still some 

drawbacks can be pointed out: (I) the passage of light through the polarizing lens significantly reduces 

its intensity, resulting in a relatively dark image; (II) the use of glasses can be quite irritating for certain 

unaccustomed surgeons, with complaints of fogging and discomfort in the nose and ears; and (III) 

Current 3D videos record in 2D, which  favors neither learning nor sharing experience; 
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The common Liquid Cristal Displays (LCD) panels use parallax barrier technology, which is relatively 

simple to manufacture, but users experience severe loss of intensity and Moiré fringes. This has 

hampered its development and prevented the clinical application of 3D technology without glasses. For 

glasses-free 3D technology, two images with parallax are combined into one and displayed on the 3D 

screen, and then, a layer of lenticular lenses (array of magnifying lenses, designed so that when viewed 

from slightly different angles, different images are magnified) is added in front of the display screen. 

The image plane is located on the focal plane of the lens and divided into several sub-pixels so that the 

lens can project each sub-pixel in different directions, enabling the left and right eyes to obtain 

separated images. By using the infrared light emitted from an auxiliary device, the system can rapidly 

rapidly encounter the position of human eyes. 

 

This technology is taking its first steps, yet encouraging clinical experiences have already been 

published. Some possible advantages over existing systems are: display brightness; great viewing area 

thanks to tracking and positioning technology; and anti-interference performance of the system that 

quickly recognize and find the position of human eyes with enhanced real-time performance. 

 

Regarding the clinical experience in the field of video-assisted thoracoscopy, glasses-free 3D display 

systems were found to manage to obtain a real three-dimensional image of thoracic structures, capable 

of magnification up to 20 times, making surgery clearly safer, more precise and easier to learn (39). 

 

In spite of everything, several limitations can still be pointed out: (i) with cross talk rate of 4% phantom 

images still occurring occasionally during surgery and (ii) for a sufficiently clear image, the lens has to 

be kept at an appropriate distance from the target area without changing the axis of vision, therefore 

imposing a high demand on the camera holder. 

 

It seems that glasses-free 3D display technology will be the next step in the evolution of the 3D image 

for endoscopic surgery.  

 

(vi) Increased image definition  

 

The definition of a digital image stems from the number of pixels per display area. With ultra-high 

definition images, also called 4K, the surgeon can benefit from large screens where his vision can 
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"immerse" into the surgical field. A major advantage of 4K ultra high definition systems is 

magnification, maintaining the high quality image (40). It is supposed that with the advent of CCD 

miniaturization, 3D technology will provide 4K definition in the near future. Thus, the endoscope can be 

kept at a distance from the target organ and thus, free up more space for the instruments. 

 

The fixed endoscope is a possible feature of 3D image because no parallax clues are needed for depth 

perception. When using a 2D system, it is necessary to approach the laparoscope to have this 

perception of the third dimension while performing delicate and precise gestures. With the improvement 

of image definition in the 3D binocular system, the perception of depth is preserved at a distance and 

detail necessary for precise gestures safeguarded through magnification. 

 

Maintaining this reasoning, one can guess the development of short-length endoscopes, angulated and 

with low-profile a small camera head that will leave enough space for instruments outside and inside. 

And going a little further, it is easy to imagine a camera guided by magnetic forces that moves inside 

the peritoneal cavity, providing images from different viewing angles, magnified or not, controlled by a 

robotic system under vocal command. 
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11. Conclusion 

 

All theses prove to be a path towards enrichment. The definition of the research process, the systematic 

review of knowledge, the development of scientific criticism, and the contribution to progress are 

greatest prizes of this journey. In the end, there are countless new ideas that can only move us further. 

 

Normal vision for most humans has three dimensions and is a fundamental feature in relation to the 

surrounding space. The loss of stereoscopic vision requires a difficult adaptation, only surpassed by 

some, with ongoing effort, an unnatural process. Chance, technology and lack of knowledge have led 

endoscopy along the path of two-dimensional vision, imposing a long learning process when it comes to 

intervention. 

 

Minimally invasive surgery uses video-assisted endoscopic imaging and is now the most common way 

of operating in reference centers. Undeniable advantages have been widely documented although 

difficulties in execution, learning and acceptance are still felt. It is easy to see that one of the obstacles 

is the monocular vision which these techniques have been confined to. 

 

Definitely calling into question the importance of wall trauma in the recovery of the surgical patient, MIS 

is evolving with new proposals that are even less invasive. Laparo-endoscope single-site surgery is a 

concept of mono-axial intervention regardless of the point of entry or the instruments used. Focused on 

the study of the importance of 3D image while executing LESS surgery, laboratory models were used to 

compare execution, learning and preference, using a common 2D system. It is an unprecedented topic, 

never studied before.  

 

The hypotheses placed at the beginning of this process was that perhaps three dimensional image can 

contribute positively to single-site endoscopic surgery. The four main objectives of this thesis have been 

fulfilled and we can say that quite possibly the three-dimensional image improves performance in LESS 

surgery and has a positive impact on novice learning. The experimental findings are in line with that 

observed in multiple port laparoscopy and with current clinical evidence in regards to benefit of three 

dimensional image compared to two dimensional image. Better and broader laboratory studies, as well 

as clinical studies, can validate and reinforce this evidence. 
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With the constant evolution of technology and knowledge, we will not be able to see the future of MIS 

without integrating it into emerging trends. Augmented reality and artificial intelligence will soon change 

the face of surgery. The clear identification of major structures as well as hidden lesions will guide more 

accurate and safe operations. Artificial intelligence will advise the surgeon for suitable movements and 

decisions.  

 

In addition to all these improvements, it is not enough to know what to do technically, it is crucial to be 

able to do it. Surgery entails being accurate and safe, but also democratic and accessible. 

 

There is an undeniable place for LESS 3D surgery in the future and this is undoubtedly a drive of 

development in Minimally Invasive Surgery.  
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